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Hub Pen Recognizes Multi-Line Reps Tim and Pete Rosica
Braintree, MA, August, 2017 – Brothers Tim Rosica of Rosica Marketing and Pete
Rosica of Rosica Promotions joined Hub Pen’s team of multi-line representatives last
spring representing the company in the mid-Atlantic states of Delaware, Maryland,
Virginia, West Virginia and the District of Columbia. Both brothers have volunteered for
the VAPPA (Virginia Promotional Products Association) and CPPA associations.
Tim has been a multiline rep in the promotional products industry for 21 plus years and
started Rosica Marketing over 10 years ago. He was named one of PPB’s Best MultiLine Reps of 2016 as well as CPPA’s (Chesapeake Promotional Products Association)
Multi-line Rep of the Year for both 2015 and 2016. Stephanie Petrella of Remline in
Newark, Delaware said, “Remline loves Tim Rosica, simply put! Then add to it the best
pen supplier in the industry: You can’t go wrong with Tim and Hub.”
Pete Rosica - 16 years in the industry - has received several Multi Line Rep of the year
awards, most recently for the regional associations CPPA and SAAGNY. The Dutton
Team at Summit Marketing (Silver Springs) had this to say about Pete: "He has always
been one of the best salespeople we work with and we have worked with him for many
years. A lot of people can sell, but not everyone can take a challenge and work it
through to a good solution. Pete is always ready to help out with spec samples, virtual
proofs and other innovative ways to increase sales with our clients, and his help has
been an integral part of our success in increasing our business over the years"
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Since Hub Pen teamed with Beacon Promotion earlier this year the brothers have heard nothing but good things about
the New Ulm Minnesota promotional powerhouse. “Beacon has been prompt and thorough when it comes to
responding to a customer's needs. That helps a rep out in the field tremendously knowing we have that kind of
support,” Tim said. “Together with Hub Pen, Beacon gives us an outstanding mix of products to show to our clients and
we couldn't be happier repping these two great companies!”
About HUB:
Boston has been described as the “Hub of the Universe” and in the Hub Pen story the same holds true. From Frank and
Rita Fleming’s humble beginnings in Boston in 1954 to the 100 million pen annual operations of today, Hub Pen has
grown to serve an ever -increasing national and international market. Our customers have rated us “A+” on the SAGE
rating system and 5 out of 5 stars on ESP. For more information on Hub Pen, visit our website at hubpen.com or call
customer service at 800-388-2323.
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About Beacon:
Beacon is a multiple Star Supplier Winner with a great reputation for service. Our customers have rated us “A+” on SAGE and 5 out
of 5 stars on ESP. Beacon offers a wide selection of products, such as: Calendars, table covers, housewares, tools, techie, auto,
highlighters and Name badges. You will also find premium leather products in our Canyon Outback Leather line and Name Brand
products for executive gifts and incentives. For more information on Beacon, visit our website at beaconpromotions.com or call
customer service at 800-628-9979.
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